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THUNDER

PROFESSIONAL FISHING KAYAK

SERIAL NUMBER: N-415-TH-PRO

T-Slot mounting rails
for accessories with
extra 4 nuts per rail
(both sides)

Rod holders
(both sides)
Extra Stautank incl.
großer Stauklappe
Removable, swimming
herrausnehmbar
transportation tank
for accessories or alive fish.

Rudder control
system. Made
from metal

Drain hole
for the hull

Handle

Anchor system
(continuous)

(Optional)
Premium pedal drive

Length:

415 cm

Width:

85 cm

Height:

40 cm

Pedal drive:

YES optional

Empty weight:

ca. 48 kg (55 kg inkl. Pedal drive)

Recommended payload:

200 kg

Max. Payload:

250 kg

Ausstattung:
A total of 6 separate T-slot mounting rails, each including 4 threaded nuts!
Already mounted Premium Anchor system!

Adjustable
backrest

With our superfast pedal drive the kayak can speed up to 10 km/h - In both directions!
Very comfortable and durable seat with aluminum frame, made from breathable materials.
Stepless adjustment of the seat, on the rail system.
Ruddercontrol on the left side of the seat, with a hand lever.
Admission for outtriggers
incl. screw connection

Super comfort
first class Seat

Control lever
Waterproof
storage space

Rod holder

Anti slip pads
(both sides)

T-Slot mounting rails
for accessories with
extra 4 nuts per rail
(3x both sides)

Storage lock
(both sides)

Big
Storage place

Admission
pedal drive
compartment
for Small parts

Drain holes
with drain plug
(both sides)
Paddle holder

Drain holes
with drain plug
(both sides)

Bottle holder
Handles
(both sides)

Thunder Fishing Kayak

Drain holes
with drain plug
(both sides)

Anchor system
(continuous)

Handle

NORDMANN® THUNDER FISHING KAYAK

Rudder made from Aluminum, absolute long live.
Huge Storage space on the front.
Waterproof Storage space on the back.
Removable and swimming transportation tank, for accessories or alive fish.
With Anti-slip flooring.
Hull type: Catamaran, especially for propeller and rudder control.
Optional pedal drive with maximum power in both directions, without gear shift.

